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Abstract

Optimal brain sensitivity to the fundamental frequency (F0) contour changes in the human voice is important for
understanding a speaker’s intonation, and consequently, the speaker’s attitude. However, whether sensitivity in the brain’s
response to a human voice F0 contour change varies with an interaction between an individual’s traits (i.e., autistic traits)
and a human voice element (i.e., presence or absence of communicative action such as calling) has not been investigated. In
the present study, we investigated the neural processes involved in the perception of F0 contour changes in the Japanese
monosyllables ‘‘ne’’ and ‘‘nu.’’ ‘‘Ne’’ is an interjection that means ‘‘hi’’ or ‘‘hey’’ in English; pronunciation of ‘‘ne’’ with a high
falling F0 contour is used when the speaker wants to attract a listener’s attention (i.e., social intonation). Meanwhile, the
Japanese concrete noun ‘‘nu’’ has no communicative meaning. We applied an adaptive spatial filtering method to the
neuromagnetic time course recorded by whole-head magnetoencephalography (MEG) and estimated the spatiotemporal
frequency dynamics of event-related cerebral oscillatory changes in beta band during the oddball paradigm. During the
perception of the F0 contour change when ‘‘ne’’ was presented, there was event-related de-synchronization (ERD) in the
right temporal lobe. In contrast, during the perception of the F0 contour change when ‘‘nu’’ was presented, ERD occurred in
the left temporal lobe and in the bilateral occipital lobes. ERD that occurred during the social stimulus ‘‘ne’’ in the right
hemisphere was significantly correlated with a greater number of autistic traits measured according to the Autism Spectrum
Quotient (AQ), suggesting that the differences in human voice processing are associated with higher autistic traits, even in
non-clinical subjects.
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Introduction

Recent cognitive theories of autism spectrum disorder (ASD)

have emphasized the importance of considering not only the

cognitive and social deficits of individuals with ASD but also the

aspects of the intact or even enhanced cognitive abilities [1–5].

The over-functioning of brain regions typically involved in

primary perceptual functions was recently considered an autistic

perceptual endophenotype, and ‘‘the Enhanced Perceptual Func-

tioning (EPF) model’’ [2,6] has been proposed to explain the

superiority of the perceptual flow of information (e.g., enhanced

low-level discrimination) in ASD individuals. This model is

supported by previous neurophysiological studies demonstrating

hypersensitivity for auditory change detection of low-level auditory

stimuli in subjects with Asperger syndrome (i.e., an autism

spectrum condition), reflected in the enhanced mismatch negativ-

ity (MMN) for deviant sounds [7,8].

The social deficits characteristic of autism spectrum disorders

have been observed at lower levels on a continuum throughout the

population [9–12]. A twin study demonstrated that autistic traits

are continuously distributed and moderately to highly heritable in

the general population, suggesting that these observations might

be arbitrary where cutoffs are made between research designations

of ‘‘affected’’ vs. ‘‘unaffected’’ with ASD [10]. This continuum was

revealed using tools such as the Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS)

[13] or the Autism Spectrum Quotient (AQ) [9]. Intriguingly, a

recent study demonstrated that non-clinical subjects with high AQ

scores (i.e., higher autistic traits) also show this superiority in the

perceptual flow of auditory information [14]. These authors

observed that higher AQ scores were significantly correlated with

pitch identification scores in non-clinical subjects, and AQ scores

were significantly higher in subjects of absolute pitch than in

subjects of non-absolute pitch [14]. These results suggest that the

differences in cognitive processing are associated with non-clinical

subjects who have higher autistic traits and subjects with ASD.

In addition, another recent study has suggested that differences

in cognitive processing vary with the complexity of the auditory
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stimuli in clinical subjects with ASD [15]. Thus, these authors

concluded that although individuals with ASD are often more

proficient at processing simple, low-level auditory stimuli (e.g.,

pitch discrimination), they exhibit impaired performance as stimuli

become more social and/or as task demands increase (e.g.,

comprehension, irony and prosodic perception); this pattern has

been observed at both behavioral and neural levels [15–25].

However, there are no studies concerning the influence of autistic

traits on the brain response to socially relevant auditory stimuli

(i.e., such as ‘‘hi’’) in non-clinical subjects.

The precise perception of fundamental frequency (F0) contour

changes in human speech is linguistically important, resulting in

better intonational (non-lexical) comprehension in both tonal (e.g.,

Chinese) and non-tonal languages (e.g., English and Japanese). F0

contour changes in Japanese monosyllabic words, rather than

carrying a lexical load, usually reflect the speaker’s attitude (e.g.,

an attention-seeking, emotional, declarative, or interrogative

intonation). One of the most used interjections in Japanese is the

syllable ‘‘ne,’’ meaning ‘‘hi,’’ ‘‘hey,’’ ‘‘look,’’ or ‘‘you know’’ in

English. The monosyllabic word ‘‘ne’’ is frequently used in daily

conversation from childhood to adulthood in Japan, either as the

final syllable in a sentence or uttered in isolation with a typical

high falling F0 pattern to attract the listeners’ attention [26–29].

Using magnetoencephalography (MEG), which has a high time

resolution, we recently demonstrated significant brain activation

(i.e., beta band event related de-synchronization; ERD) in the

right temporal area in time windows ranging from 100–300 ms

and from 300–500 ms after the onset of ‘‘ne’’ with a typical high

falling F0 pattern in healthy subjects [30]. However, research on

the semantic processing of language has shown that in healthy

subjects, ERD in the beta band consistently reflects left-lateralized

brain processing during tasks involving semantic comprehension

[31–33]. The results from previous studies using ERD analysis in

the beta band support the functional hypothesis for brain

lateralization, which states that F0 contour changes are lateralized

to different hemispheres of the brain based on their functions; i.e.,

lexical F0 patterns are lateralized to the left hemisphere, whereas

intonation patterns signaling speakers’ attitudes are lateralized to

the right hemisphere [34].

However, whether the sensitivity of the brain’s response (i.e.,

beta band ERD) to human voice F0 contour change would vary as

an interaction between a human voice feature (i.e., presence or

absence of attention-seeking) and an individual’s traits (i.e., autistic

traits) has not previously been investigated. If the listener has

higher autistic traits, then the human voice might represent less

meaningful stimuli, even when the voice has a communicative

intonation. Therefore, in the present study, we hypothesized that

non-clinical subjects with higher autistic traits exhibit lower brain

responses to human voice stimuli that typically attract the listener’s

attention (i.e., presence of attention-seeking) than subjects with

lower autistic traits. To investigate this hypothesis, we performed

two experimental sessions using two types of human voice

monosyllables, ‘‘ne’’ and ‘‘nu.’’ We employed monosyllable sounds

with short durations (i.e., approximately 400 ms) to effectively

utilize MEG data at a high time resolution. If we use two- or three-

syllable words as stimulus sounds, then the duration of the stimuli

must be 800–1000 ms, and brain responses to the first-, second-

and third-syllable sounds would become contaminated with brain

responses to the other syllable sounds. Thus, it would be difficult to

identify which specific syllable induced the power change at a

specific time and in a specific brain region, thereby losing the

advantage of MEG analysis (i.e., a high time resolution).

Furthermore, both ‘‘ne’’ and ‘‘nu’’ start with the same consonant

‘n’ (i.e., the alveolar nasal sound), which enables us to generate

auditory stimuli with nearly the same F0 contours from the onset

of the syllable sounds (Figure 1). For Japanese speakers (at least in

Kanazawa city), the Japanese syllable ‘‘ne,’’ which was used in our

previous study, attracts the attention of the listener with a typical

high falling F0 pattern. However, the Japanese syllable ‘‘nu,’’ an

infrequent word used to describe an animal of the cattle family

Bovidae (gnu) native to Africa, shows a high falling F0 pattern that

has no additional meaning and only reinforces the lexical meaning

(i.e., ‘‘nu’’ has no communicative action). Consistent with our

previous study, we used an oddball paradigm to assess the

spatiotemporal characteristics of beta band ERD that underlies the

discrimination of an intonational F0 contour change in the

syllables ‘‘ne’’ or ‘‘nu.’’ The MEG analysis of ERD can be used to

evaluate stimuli-induced changes in oscillatory brain activity,

which might be critically diminished during the trial-averaging

process, yielding the conventional mismatch field [35–37]. In the

present study, we hypothesized that having more autistic traits is

associated with increased brain sensitivity to human voice F0

contour changes in the syllable ‘‘nu’’ (the meaningless lower social

stimulus with an F0 contour change) but not in the syllable ‘‘ne’’

(the higher social stimulus with communicative action).

Materials and Methods

Participants
Twenty healthy, native Japanese volunteers with a mean age of

28.9 6 6.1 years (SD) (ranging from 23 to 44 years; 12 men and 8

women) participated in this study. All participants were right-

handed and had normal hearing and no history of neurological or

psychiatric diseases. Handedness was determined based on

preference when handling a pen. Subjects were screened using a

structured clinical interview for DSM-IV (SCID-I/NP) [38] to

exclude a personal history of psychiatric illness. In the present

study, six of the 20 participants overlapped with our previous study

[30]. All subjects agreed to participate in the study with full

knowledge of the experimental nature of the research. Written

informed consent was obtained before the start of the experiment,

and the Ethics Committee of Kanazawa University Hospital

approved the methods and procedures that were used.

Traits of Autism Spectrum Disorder in the General
Population

The traits of ASD have been characterized using the AQ [9].

The test consists of 50 statements, each of which is in a forced

choice format. AQ is a valuable tool for rapidly quantifying where

on the continuum from autism to normality an individual of

average intelligence is situated [9]. In the present study, the mean

AQ score was 16.065.6 (61SD).

Stimuli and Procedures
All participants underwent MEG examination while listening to

auditory stimuli presented in an oddball paradigm. In experiment

1, the stimuli consisted of the Japanese monosyllabic sound ‘‘ne’’

pronounced in two different ways (Figure 1A). A repetitive series of

utterances of ‘‘ne’’ pronounced with a flat F0 contour (/ne/), was

used as a standard. This stimulus carried meaningless intonational

information. As a deviant stimulus, we used ‘‘ne’’ pronounced with

a high falling F0 contour (/Ne/), which carries intonational

information to attract the listeners’ attention. In experiment 2, the

stimuli consisted of the meaningless monosyllabic sound ‘‘nu’’

(Figure 1B). A repetitive series of utterances of ‘‘nu’’ pronounced

with a flat F0 contour (/nu/), was used as a standard. As a deviant

stimulus, we used ‘‘nu’’ pronounced with a high falling F0 contour

(/Nu/), which carries meaningless intonational information.

Autistic Traits and Voice Induced Oscillation
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In experiments 1 and 2, the standard and deviant stimuli were

randomly presented to the participants at rates of 83% and 17%,

respectively. The total number of stimuli presented was 546 (456

standards and 90 deviants). The/ne/and/Ne/(or/nu/and/Nu/)

sounds were produced by a female native Japanese speaker and

were recorded for stimulus presentation using a condenser

microphone (Rode NT1-A) onto a personal computer. In

experiment 1, each standard stimulus lasted 398 ms and the

duration of the consonant/n/was 78 ms; these durations were 400

and 92 ms, respectively, in the deviant stimuli (Figure 1A). In

experiment 2, the standard stimulus lasted 403 ms and the

duration of the consonant/n/was 84 ms; these durations were 402

and 91 ms, respectively, in the deviant stimuli (Figure 1B). In

experiment 1 and 2, the stimuli were presented with an

interstimulus interval (ISI) of 761 and 758 ms, respectively.

Stimuli were presented at an average sound pressure level of 65

dB (A-weighted, fast-peak) at the participant’s position, as

measured with an integrating sound level meter (Yokogawa

LY20). The stimuli were presented binaurally to the participant

through a hole in the MEG-chamber by speakers (Harman

Kardon, HK195) placed outside the shielded room. Stimuli were

presented for 12 minutes in each experiment. To diminish the

order effect, 10 subjects started with experiment 1 and ended with

experiment 2; the other 10 subject with experiment 2 and ended

with experiment 1.

To validate the differences in the intonational meaning of the

standard/ne/and the deviant/Ne/or of the standard/nu/and the

deviant/Nu/, 18 of the 20 subjects were asked to evaluate the

stimuli on a 7-point rating scale after the MEG recording (2 of the

20 subjects did not participate in this questionnaire because of our

lack of preparation). The listeners rated their impression of ‘‘being

spoken to’’ and the emotion (aversive or comfortable) they felt. A

repeated-measures two-way ANOVA was performed (type of F0

contour6type of syllable) on the rated impressions of each listener.

Both factors are intra-subject variables (type of F0 contour and

type of syllable). The listener’s feeling of ‘‘being spoken to’’ showed

a significant interaction between the two factors (type of F0

contour6type of syllable; F = 6.61, P = 0.020; Figure 2A), indicat-

ing the F0 contour effect for ‘‘ne’’ was stronger than that for ‘‘nu.’’

However, the emotion (aversive or comfortable) the listener felt

showed no significant interaction between two factors (type of F0

contour6type of syllable; F = 2.59, P . 0.05; Figure 2B), indicat-

ing the F0 contour effect for ‘‘ne’’ was not significantly different

from that for ‘‘nu’’ for the listeners’ emotional feelings.

Measurements
Magnetic fields were measured using a whole-head-type MEG

system for adults in a magnetically shielded room (Daido Steel,

Nagoya, Japan) at the Laboratory of Yokogawa Electric Corpo-

ration in Japan. This system (MEGvision PQA160C; Yokogawa

Electric Corporation, Kanazawa, Japan) employs 160 channels of

axial-gradiometers, where the coil diameter of the sensors is

15.5 mm and the baseline is 50.0 mm. Band-pass-filtered MEG

data (0.16–200 Hz) were collected with the sampling rate of

1000 Hz. The magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) measurements

were obtained using a Sigma Excite HD 1.5 T system (GE

Yokogawa). All subjects underwent T1-weighted MRI with

spherical lipid markers placed at 5 MEG fiduciary points to

facilitate the superposition of the MEG coordinate system on the

MRI. The MRI comprised 166 sequential slices of 1.2 mm with a

resolution of 5126512 points in a field of view of 2616261 mm.

Data Analysis: Analysis Sequence
First, based on the results of our recent study [30], a single

frequency band of interest, beta (13–30 Hz), was isolated from the

magnetic field data using band-pass filter for each subject under

each stimulus condition. Then, the current density for each voxel

was calculated by adaptive spatial filtering using a single spherical

volume conductor model that was based on individual MR

images. Power changes in the current density between the active

and baseline periods were calculated for each voxel with a 5-mm

grid spacing. In the present study, we calculated the stimuli-

induced power changes containing both phase-locked and non-

phase-locked oscillatory power changes. The baseline period was

defined as between 200 and 0 ms before the stimulus onset, and

the active periods of interest were defined as continuously moving,

200-ms windows from 100–300 ms and 400–600 ms after the

stimulus onset. The windows were moved in steps of 100 ms. To

equalize the number of epochs for the two conditions (e.g.,/ne/

and/Ne/) in each participant, we randomly thinned out the

Figure 1. Spectrogram (top) and oscillogram (bottom) of the standard/ne/(A, left) and/nu/(B, left) and the deviant/Ne/(A, right) and/
Nu/(B, right) syllables. The blue line in the spectrogram indicates the average pitch contour. Note the near-flat contour in the standard/ne/and/
nu/and the high falling pitch contour in the deviant/Ne/and/Nu/. The F0 contours in/ne/and/nu/or/Ne/and/Nu/are almost the same.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080126.g001
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number of epochs for the standard/ne/or/nu/stimuli. Finally,

group analysis using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM)

(Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK,

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8/) identified sta-

tistically significant differences between the two conditions (i.e.,/

ne/and/Ne/or/nu/and/Nu/) for each voxel with a 5-mm side,

and these results were visualized as three-dimensional images.

Data Analysis: Source Reconstruction using Adaptive
Spatial Filtering

Adaptive spatial filtering is a spatial filtering approach to source

reconstruction that can estimate neuromagnetic activity with high

spatial resolution. It does so by forming a linear combination of

sensors that can suppress the signals from environmental noise or

other brain areas without attenuating the power from the target

voxel. The approach is optimized for time–frequency source

reconstruction from MEG/EEG data [39,40]. The adaptive

spatial filtering method that we employed is a normalized version

of a Van Veen (1997) beamformer [41]. We have created our own

software. We defined the magnetic field measured by the m-th

sensor at time t as bm(t), and a set of measured data as a column

vector b(t)~½b1(t),b2(t), � � � ,bM (t)�T where M is the total number

of sensors and superscript T indicates the matrix transpose. The

covariance matrix of the measurement was denoted

R(t)~Sb(t)T b(t)T where S:T indicates the ensemble average over

trials. We assumed that the sensor data arise from elemental

dipoles at each spatial location r, represented by a three-

dimensional vector such that r~½rx,ry,rz�T . The orientation of

each source was defined as the vector d(r)~½dx,dy,dz�T , where dx,

dy, and dz are the angles between the moment vector of the source

and the x-, y-, and z-axes, respectively. We defined lf
m(r) as the

output of the m-th sensor that would be induced by a unit-

magnitude source located at r and pointing in the f direction. The

column vector lf(r) was defined as lf(r)~½lf
1(r),lf

2(r),:::,lf
M (r)�T .

The lead field matrix, which represents the sensitivity of the whole

sensor array at r, was defined as L(r):½lx(r),ly(r),lz(r)�. The lead

field vector for a unit-dipole oriented in the direction d was defined

as l(r), where l(r):L(r)d(r).

An adaptive spatial filter [41,42] estimate of the source moment

is given by ŝs(r,t)~wT (r)b(t), where w(r) is the weight vector. The

weight vector w(r) of an adaptive spatial filter called the array-gain

constraint minimum variance scalar beamformer is calculated by

minimizing wT (r)R(t)w(r) subject to lT (r)w(r)~ l(r)k k. The

solution is known to be [43]:

w(r)~
R{1(t)~ll(r)

~llT (r)R{1(t)~ll(r)

where ~ll(r) is the normalized lead-field vector defined as
~ll(r)~l(r)= l(r)k k. An optimal orientation dopt(r) was determined

by computing the solution that maximizes output SNR with

respect to d [44,45].

On the biomagnetic measurements, sometimes is R(t) close to a

singular matrix. Thus, the errors generated when calculating R{1

can be reduced by applying a technique called the diagonal

loading (Tikhonov regularization) in the field of sensor array

processing [46,47]. This technique calculates (RzeI){1, instead

of directly calculating R{1. Here e is a controllable parameter and

we can recover the output SNR to some extent. We can derive the

array-gain-constraint version of the diagonal loading spatial filter

whose weight vector is expressed as

w(r)~
(Rze I){1~ll(r)

~llT (r)(Rze I){1~ll(r)

The estimated source power P̂Ps(r) can be computed from the

weights w(r) and the covariance R(t):

P̂Ps(r)~Sŝs(r,t)2T~wT (r)R(t)w(r).

With a dual-state paradigm, such as those involving power

changes on oscillatory activities, one is interested in the change in

Figure 2. Differences in the intonational meaning of the standard/ne/and the deviant/Ne/or of the standard/nu/and the deviant/
Nu/. A, Ratings for listeners’ feelings of ‘‘being spoken to’’ following the standard/ne/or/nu/and the deviant/Ne/or/Nu/utterances; validation was by
the subjects in the present study (n = 18). Repeated-measures ANOVA demonstrated a significant interaction between two factors (type of F0
contour6type of syllable; F = 6.61, * P = 0.020). The F0 contour effect of ‘‘ne’’ was stronger than that of ‘‘nu’’ for this kind of listeners’ feelings. B,
Ratings for the emotion (aversive or comfortable) that listeners felt following the standard/ne/or/nu/and the deviant/Ne/or/Nu/utterances; validation
is by the subjects in the present study (n = 18). There was no significant interaction between two factors (type of F0 contour6type of syllable; F = 2.59,
P . 0.05), which means that the F0 contour effect of ‘‘ne’’ was not significantly different from that of ‘‘nu’’ for listener’s emotion. Error bars indicate 1
standard deviation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080126.g002
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power from a baseline time period to an active time period. These

periods are denoted as vectors of time samples, tbase and tact,

respectively. In this case:

P̂Pbase(r)~wT (r)Rbasew(r)

P̂Pact(r)~wT (r)Ractw(r)

where Rbase:R(tbase) is the covariance of the baseline period and

Ract:R(tact) is the covariance of the active period. To improve

numerical stability, dopt(r) and w(r) are computed using the

average covariance of the active and baseline period, i.e.,

substituting R~(RbasezRact)=2. Note that tbase must be the same

length as tact.

The contrast between P̂Pact(r) and P̂Pbase(r) can then be expressed

as an F-ratio [dB] [40]:

FdB(r)~10log10

P̂Pact(r)

P̂Pbase(r)

Basic brain rhythms, event-related de-synchronization (ERD),

change their signal power due to brain activation. ERD are

decreases in oscillatory power and are denoted as negative F-ratio

values.

Data Analysis: Group Analysis
The significance of activation across the participants was tested

with SPM8. All images were normalized to the MNI space. Then,

for each subject at each time window, subtracted images were

made by subtracting the images that corresponded to the standard

stimuli (i.e.,/ne/or/nu/) from the images corresponded to the

deviant stimuli (i.e.,/Ne/or/Nu/). To demonstrate significant beta

band ERD during deviant stimuli compared with standard stimuli,

one sample t-test was performed on the subtracted images for each

type of syllable at each time window. Voxels with differences at

P , 0.001 (uncorrected) were considered statistically significant.

Voxel-based correlations were computed between subtracted

images (deviant - standard stimuli) and AQ score for each time

window using a multiple regression model with the statistical

threshold set at P, 0.001 uncorrected. In Tables 1–3, Montreal

Neurological Institute coordinates in SPM8 were transformed into

Talairach coordinates using a non-linear transform of MNI to

Talairach (http://imaging.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/imaging/

MniTalairach).

As a complementary analysis, we also employed a conservative

method to control the familywise error (FWE) rate. A command-

line tool (3dClusterSim) was used to correct for the inclusion of

image-based multiple comparisons [48]. The tool 3dClusterSim is

available in the AFNI toolbox (Analysis of Functional NeuroI-

mages, http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni/). If we set the statistical

threshold for each voxel to a corrected P FWE-corrected ,0.10, a

cluster size of at least 18 voxels was the threshold for significance,

based on the results of the Monte Carlo simulation (3dClusterSim

using the following parameters: single voxel P value = 0.001,

10000 simulations, 16224 voxels (32*38*28 3D grid,

5.0*5.0*5.0 mm‘3 voxel sizes) in the spherical mask, and 20-mm

FWHM). If we set the statistical threshold for each voxel to a

corrected P FWE-corrected ,0.05, a cluster size of at least 25 voxels

was the threshold for significant, based on the results of the Monte

Carlo simulation.

Results

Beta Band ERD during Deviant Stimuli Compared with
Standard Stimuli for ‘‘ne’’ and ‘‘nu’’

The results obtained with the ‘‘ne’’ syllable (i.e., an interjection

such as ‘‘hi’’) are shown in Table 1 and Figure 3A. Whole-brain

SPM analysis revealed significant ERD in the beta band,

associated with the deviant stimulus in two time windows: 300–

500 ms (in the right temporal and occipital areas) and 400–600 ms

(in the right temporal area) after stimulus onset. The results

obtained with the ‘‘nu’’ syllable (i.e., a concrete noun) are shown in

Table 1 and Figure 3B. Whole-brain SPM analysis revealed

significant ERD in the beta band, associated with the deviant

stimulus in three time windows: 200–400 ms (in the right occipital

areas), 300–500 ms (in the left temporal and occipital areas), and

400–600 ms (in the bilateral temporal and occipital areas) after

stimulus onset.

If we employed a conservative method to control the FWE rate

using the cluster size (P FWE-corrected ,0.10), there was a significant

ERD in the beta band associated with the deviant stimulus ‘‘nu’’

during the 300–500 ms time window (in the left temporal area),

whereas there were no significant ERDs associated with the

deviant stimulus ‘‘ne’’ in any of the time windows. If we employed

a more conservative method to control the FWE rate using the

cluster size (P FWE-corrected ,0.05), there were no significant ERDs

associated with the deviant stimulus ‘‘nu’’ in any of the time

windows.

Correlation between Beta Band ERD Following ‘‘ne’’
Utterance and AQ Score

The results obtained from the whole-brain SPM correlation

analysis between beta band ERD and AQ score for the ‘‘ne’’

syllable (i.e., interjection such as ‘‘hi’’) are shown in Tables 2 and 3

and Figure 4. Significant positive correlations were found in the

right temporal area in four time windows: 100–300 ms, 200–

400 ms, 300–500 ms, and 400–600 ms after stimulus onset

(Table 2). As shown in Figures 3 and 4, the region showing a

significant correlation was located a few centimeters forward of the

regions where significant ERD were observed during deviant

stimuli compared with the standard stimuli/ne/for the deviant

syllables/Ne/. Significant negative correlations were found in the

occipital area in the 400–600 ms time window (Table 3).

If we employed a conservative method to control the FWE rate

using the cluster size (P FWE-corrected ,0.10), there was a significant

positive correlation between the beta band ERD and the AQ score

for the ‘‘ne’’ syllable during the 300–500 ms time window (in the

right temporal area). Even if we employed a more conservative

method to control the FWE rate (P FWE-corrected ,0.05), this

significant positive correlation persisted.

Correlation between Beta Band ERD Following ‘‘nu’’
Utterance and AQ Score

The results obtained from the whole-brain SPM correlation

analysis between beta band ERD and AQ score for the ‘‘nu’’

syllable (i.e., a concrete noun syllable) are shown in Tables 2 and 3

and Figure 5. There were no significant positive correlations

between beta band ERD and AQ score in any time windows

(Table 2). There were significant negative correlations in four time

windows: 100–300 ms (in the left temporal and occipital areas),

200–400 ms (in the left occipital areas), 300–500 ms (in the right

frontal areas), and 400–600 ms (in the right temporal areas) after

stimulus onset (Table 3, Figure 5).

Autistic Traits and Voice Induced Oscillation
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If we employed a conservative method to control the FWE rate

using the cluster size (P FWE-corrected ,0.10), there were no

significant positive or negative correlations between the beta band

ERD and the AQ score for the ‘‘nu’’ syllable in any of the time

windows.

Discussion

Beta Band ERD in ‘‘ne’’ and ‘‘nu’’
If we employed a conservative method to control the FWE rate

using the cluster size (P FWE-corrected ,0.05), no significant

correlations were observed. Therefore, the following discussions

of the human voice-induced ERD in the beta band are at risk for a

Type I error.

From the perspective of language lateralization in the human

brain, two competing hypotheses (functional and acoustic) have

been proposed [34], one of which may explain the neural

mechanisms that underlie the perception of F0 changes in ‘‘ne’’

and ‘‘nu.’’ The functional hypothesis states that F0 patterns are

lateralized to different hemispheres of the brain based on their

functions; i.e., lexical F0 patterns are lateralized to the left

hemisphere, whereas intonation patterns, which signal the

speakers attitude, are lateralized to the right hemisphere [34].

The acoustic hypothesis states that all F0 (or pitch) patterns are

lateralized to the right hemisphere regardless of their function [49–

51].

In our previous study, we could not determine which

hypothesis (i.e., the functional hypothesis or the acoustic

hypothesis) could explain our results due to an inadequate

experimental design. In the present study, we reconstructed our

previous experimental design but used two types of monosyl-

lable to investigate which hypothesis can explain our previous

findings. One is the Japanese syllable ‘‘ne,’’ which was used in

our previous study [30], and the other is the other Japanese

syllable ‘‘nu,’’ which means gnu (a member the family Bovidae).

We demonstrated activation of the left middle temporal lobe

(i.e., significant ERD in the beta band) for F0 pattern changes

with the lexical syllable ‘‘nu’’ (Figure 3B), which was consistent

with previous beta band ERD studies that often implicated the

left hemisphere in semantic aspects of speech [32,33]. As shown

in Figure 3B, the brain activation in the right hemisphere (i.e.,

the beta band ERD) that was observed when using the syllable

‘‘ne’’ in our previous study [30] was also replicated in the

present study, even though the significance of this effect was not

robust.

These results support the functional hypothesis (i.e., intonational

F0 contour changes that signal the speaker’s intention are more

lateralized to the right hemisphere, whereas those changes that

reinforce lexical meaning are more lateralized to the left

hemisphere) [34]. Although the precise functional significance of

the beta band ERD remains a matter of debate and caution must

be exercised when drawing any definitive conclusions based on the

results of non-conservative methods (e.g., P, 0.001 uncorrected)

or based only on variances between 2 monosyllable exemplars, this

spatiotemporal sequence might elucidate the dynamic process for

intonational F0 contour perception within the right and left

hemispheres.

Figure 3. Statistical parametric mapping analyses revealed significant ERD in the beta band during deviant stimuli compared with
standard stimuli for the deviant syllables/Ne/(A) and/Nu/(B). A, The F0 contour effect of ‘‘ne’’ induced a significant ERD in the beta band
mainly in the right temporal area in two time windows: 300–500 ms and 400–600 ms after stimulus onset. B, The F0 contour effect of ‘‘nu’’ induced a
significant ERD in the beta band in three time windows: 200–400 ms (in the right occipital areas), 300–500 ms (in the left temporal and occipital
areas), and 400–600 ms (in the bilateral temporal and occipital areas) after stimulus onset.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080126.g003
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Correlation between Beta Band ERD in the Temporal
Lobes and Autistic Traits

The over-functioning of brain regions typically involved in

primary perceptual functions was recently considered as one of the

autistic perceptual endophenotypes, and the EPF model was

proposed to explain the superiority of the perceptual flow of

information in individuals with ASD in comparison with higher-

order operations [2]. As previously discussed, individuals with

ASD often exhibit enhanced discrimination of low-level acoustic

information (i.e., pitch) from pure tones relative to typically

developing controls [16–20,52]. However, when more spectrally

and temporally complex stimuli such as speech are presented or

task demands are increased using more complex stimulus

paradigms, individuals with ASD tend to exhibit impaired and/

or atypical performance [21–25,53–56].

Based on previous studies, we hypothesized that the presence of

more autistic traits is associated with a greater brain sensitivity to

the human voice F0 contour change in the syllable ‘‘nu’’ (the lower

social stimulus that has no meaning associated with the F0 contour

change) but not in the syllable ‘‘ne’’ (the higher social stimulus that

has an associated meaning of communicative action). Contrary to

our hypothesis, we demonstrated that higher activation in the right

temporal lobe during the social stimulus ‘‘ne’’ was associated with

more autistic traits measured by AQ and no significant positive

correlation was found between the brain activation and the

prevalence of autistic traits for the non-social stimulus ‘‘nu.’’ The

region where brain activation (i.e., prominent ERD) was

associated with more autistic traits was located a few centimeters

forward of the regions where significant brain activation (i.e.,

prominent ERD) was observed during deviant stimuli compared

with the standard stimuli/ne/for the deviant syllables/Ne/. Even

if we employed a conservative method to control the FWE rate

using the cluster size (P FWE-corrected ,0.05), the significance of this

effect persisted. These results might reflect functional compensa-

tory mechanisms in which these regions augment brain responses

to the human voice, including social information, and therefore,

subjects with relatively high AQ scores remain clinically intact.

These results might also suggest that there are autistic trait-

dependent brain regions, at least in non-clinical subjects, which

process higher social human voice information.

The unexpected results for the social stimulus ‘‘ne’’ may be

attributed to the fact that we made a wrong assumption based on

the previous studies on ASD subjects but not those on non-clinical

individual with higher autistic traits. We should have considered

the fact that there are differences in linguistic ability between ASD

subjects and non-clinical subjects. All the subjects in the present

study have no obvious deficits in linguistic ability, whereas the

failure to develop sophisticated language (i.e., phonological,

semantic, syntactic, pragmatic and prosodic levels) is one of the

earliest signs of ASD, although there are a wide variety of

symptoms, behaviors, and types of disorders [57,58]. The various

linguistic impairments in ASD may contribute to the impaired

and/or atypical brain responses reported in the previous study

when more complex human speech paradigms were used, despite

the superiority of perceptual flow for low-level information (e.g.,

pitch detection) in ASD subjects. In the present study, all the

Table 1. Brain regions with significant differences in beta band ERD between the deviant and standard syllable conditions in
experiment 1 (/Ne/2/ne/) and experiment 2 (/Nu/2/nu/).

Time window (ms) Brain Area Lobe Anatomical Area Side BA Coordinate{
t Value Cluster size

x y z

/Ne/2/ne/

100–300 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

200–400 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

300–500 Temporal Lobe Inferior Temporal Gyrus R 20 62.56 239.21 215.49 4.57 4

Temporal Lobe Superior Temporal Gyrus R 22 53.76 248.91 10.41 3.72 1

400–600 Temporal Lobe Middle Temporal Gyrus R 21 66.96 248.91 1.61 4.18 4

Temporal Lobe Superior Temporal Gyrus R 41 40.56 239.21 10.91 3.99 6

Occipital Lobe Lingual Gyrus R 18 27.36 268.31 0.61 3.90 2

/Nu/2/nu/

100–300 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

200–400 Occipital Lobe Lingual Gyrus R 19 14.16 253.76 1.36 3.63 2

300–500 Temporal Lobe Middle Temporal Gyrus L 21 269.44 214.96 29.84 5.01 18 *

Occipital Lobe Lingual Gyrus L 17 0.96 292.56 20.64 4.63 13

400–600 Occipital Lobe Lingual Gyrus R 18 9.76 263.46 5.26 4.38 10

Occipital Lobe Cuneus R 23 14.16 273.16 9.16 4.12 2

Temporal Lobe Middle Temporal Gyrus L 21 265.04 214.96 25.44 3.82 3

Occipital Lobe Lingual Gyrus L 18 221.04 2102.26 29.94 3.66 1

Temporal Lobe Inferior Temporal Gyrus R 20 62.56 248.91 211.59 3.58 1

Voxels where statistical significance was found at an individual voxel level of P , 0.001 (uncorrected) were presented. Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates in
SPM8 were transformed into Talairach coordinates.
{Talairach and Tournoux brain atlas coordinates: x = distance in millimeters to the right (+) or left (–) side of the midline; y = distance anterior (+) or posterior (–) to the
anterior commissure; z = distance superior (+) or inferior (–) to a horizontal plane through the anterior and posterior commissures.
BA, Brodmann area; G, Gyrus; R, right; L, left.
*Cluster size, which reached significance at P,0.10 (FWE-corrected).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080126.t001
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Figure 4. Statistical parametric mapping analyses revealed significant correlation between beta band ERD and AQ score for the
‘‘ne’’ syllable. A, The AQ score is positively correlated with differences in beta band ERD (high falling F0 contour ‘‘ne’’ – flat F0 contour ‘‘ne’’) in the
right superior temporal area in the all-time windows. Note that the region where the significant correlation was observed was located a few
centimeters forward of the regions where significant ERD were observed during deviant stimuli compared with the standard stimuli/ne/for the
deviant syllables/Ne/(figure 3). B, Scatter plot of the AQ scores and differences in beta band ERD (high falling F0 contour/Ne/2 flat F0 contour/ne/)
during a time window of 300–500 ms in the right superior temporal area (one voxel) in all participants. Higher values in beta band ERD (/Ne/2/ne/)
suggest a prominent decrease in the beta band oscillation after the auditory stimuli/Ne/compared with/ne/.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080126.g004

Table 2. Brain regions with significant positive correlation with AQ score and beta band ERD in experiment 1 (/Ne/2/ne/) and
experiment 2 (/Nu/2/nu/).

Time window (ms) Brain Area Lobe Anatomical Area Side BA Coordinate{
t Value Cluster size

x y z

/Ne/2/ne/

100–300 Temporal Lobe Superior Temporal Gyrus R 22 44.96 224.66 21.54 4.20 3

Temporal Lobe Middle Temporal Gyrus R 21 53.76 229.51 21.79 3.70 1

200–400 Temporal Lobe Superior Temporal Gyrus R 21 49.36 224.66 21.54 3.91 1

300–500 Temporal Lobe Superior Temporal Gyrus R 22 49.36 219.81 25.69 7.74 77 **

400–600 Temporal Lobe Superior Temporal Gyrus R 21 49.36 224.66 25.94 4.47 15

/Nu/2/nu/

100–300 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

200–400 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

300–500 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

400–600 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Voxels where statistical significance was found at an individual voxel level of P , 0.001 (uncorrected) were presented. Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates in
SPM8 were transformed into Talairach coordinates.
{Talairach and Tournoux brain atlas coordinates: x = distance in millimeters to the right (+) or left (–) side of the midline; y = distance anterior (+) or posterior (–) to the
anterior commissure; z = distance superior (+) or inferior (–) to a horizontal plane through the anterior and posterior commissures.
BA, Brodmann area; G, Gyrus; R, right; L, left.
**Cluster size, which reached significance at P,0.05 (FWE-corrected).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080126.t002
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Table 3. Brain regions with significant negative correlation with AQ score and beta band ERD in experiment 1 (/Ne/2/ne/) and
experiment 2 (/Nu/2/nu/).

Time window (ms) Brain Area Lobe Anatomical Area Side BA Coordinate{
t Value Cluster size

x y z

/Ne/2/ne/

100–300 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

200–400 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

300–500 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

400–600 Occipital Lobe Cuneus L 19 212.24 287.71 39.21 3.97 2

/Nu/2/nu/

100–300 Occipital Lobe Fusiform Gyrus L 18 221.04 297.41 218.49 4.03 2

Temporal Lobe Superior Temporal Gyrus L 13 256.24 239.21 19.71 3.83 1

200–400 Occipital Lobe Fusiform Gyrus L 18 221.04 292.56 218.24 4.35 1

300–500 Frontal Lobe Superior Frontal Gyrus R 9 44.96 38.39 32.51 3.94 4

Frontal Lobe Middle Frontal Gyrus R 8 40.56 28.69 45.21 3.65 1

400–600 Temporal Lobe Fusiform Gyrus R 37 44.96 253.76 216.24 4.78 4

Voxels where statistical significance was found at an individual voxel level of P , 0.001 (uncorrected) were presented. Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates in
SPM8 were transformed into Talairach coordinates.
{Talairach and Tournoux brain atlas coordinates: x = distance in millimeters to the right (+) or left (–) side of the midline; y = distance anterior (+) or posterior (–) to the
anterior commissure; z = distance superior (+) or inferior (–) to a horizontal plane through the anterior and posterior commissures.
BA, Brodmann area; G, Gyrus; R, right; L, left.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080126.t003

Figure 5. Statistical parametric mapping analyses revealed significant correlation between beta band ERD and AQ score for the
‘‘nu’’ syllable. A, The AQ score is negatively correlated with differences in beta band ERD (high falling F0 contour ‘‘nu’’ – flat F0 contour ‘‘nu’’) in the
four time windows 100–300 ms (in the left temporal and occipital areas), 200–400 ms (in the left occipital areas), 300–500 ms (in the right frontal
areas), and 400–600 ms (in the right temporal areas). B, Scatter plot of the AQ scores and differences in beta band ERD (high falling F0 contour/Nu/2
flat F0 contour/nu/) during a time window of 400–600 ms in the right fusiform gyrus (one voxel) in all participants. Higher values in beta band ERD (/
Nu/2/nu/) suggest a prominent decrease in the beta band oscillation after the auditory stimuli/Nu/compared with/nu/.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080126.g005
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subjects had no obvious deficits in any language rules and

therefore the superiority of the perceptual flow of information in

individuals with more autistic traits was observed, without any

unfavorable effects from their linguistic ability.

With respect to the human voice ‘‘nu,’’ if we employed a

conservative method to control the FWE rate using the cluster size

(P FWE-corrected ,0.05), no significant correlations were observed.

Therefore, the following discussions on the human voice ‘‘nu’’ are

at risk for a Type I error. The unexpected results for the non-social

stimulus ‘‘nu’’ may be attributed to the fact that human voice ‘‘nu’’

was inadequate stimuli to elicit the right hemispheric brain

hypersensitivity to voice F0 contour changes in non-clinical

subjects with higher autistic traits. We observed a significant brain

response in the left middle temporal lobe during the processing of

human voice F0 contour changes for the syllable ‘‘nu.’’ Although

‘‘nu’’ is an infrequent word in Japan, human voice F0 contour

changes for ‘‘nu’’ may reinforce the lexical meaning (i.e., the

animal’s name, gnu), and may contribute to the observed left

middle temporal activation for auditory lexical processing. As the

presence of more autistic traits are reflected in brain hypersensi-

tivity in the right temporal area, which has been implicated in

Asperger syndrome [8,59], concrete nouns, such as ‘‘nu,’’ may be

inadequate stimuli to elicit the right hemispheric brain hypersen-

sitivity to voice F0 contour changes in non-clinical subjects with

higher autistic traits.

Caution must be exercised before drawing any definitive

conclusions because we focused on autistic traits only in the

healthy population without social or language deficits. Further

study with a larger sample that encompasses ASD (including

autism, high functioning autism and Asperger syndrome) and

various linguistic levels is necessary to investigate whether the

sensitivity in the brain’s response to human voice F0 contour

changes varies with an interaction between an individual’s

heterogeneity of autism symptoms and features of auditory stimuli

(i.e., lower to higher level). However, our results suggest that the

differences in human voice processing style are associated with

higher autistic traits even in non-clinical subjects.

Correlation between Beta Band ERD in the Occipital
Lobes and Autistic Traits

With respect to the occipital lobes, if we employed a

conservative method to control the FWE rate using the cluster

size (P FWE-corrected ,0.05), no significant correlations were

observed. Therefore, the following discussions of the occipital

lobes are at risk for a Type I error. In the present study, an F0

contour change in the concrete noun ‘‘nu’’ induced the beta band

ERD in the occipital areas. As beta band ERD have been

associated with brain activation in the visual area [60], these

results suggest that the brain’s processing of human speech

involving concrete words would induce brain activity in the visual

association areas (e.g., the fusiform gyri); this interpretation is

consistent with previous studies [61,62]. Although we could not

draw any definitive conclusions from the experimental design in

the present study, the imageable word ‘‘nu’’ (i.e., forming an image

of a gnu) may have contributed to the brain activity in the visual

association areas. Unexpectedly, our study demonstrated that

prominent ERD in the occipital lobes was associated with a lower

incidence of autistic traits. Further study is necessary to elucidate

whether the brain’s response in the visual association area to

human speech involving concrete words would vary with an

interaction between an individual’s traits (i.e., their autistic traits)

and features of nouns (i.e., more or less imageable).

Limitations
There were some limitations to the present study. First, because

we did not perform the Wada test, we could not determine the

dominant hemisphere in each subject. Using the Wada test, a

previous study demonstrated that in 4% of right-handed people

and 14% of left-handed people, the right hemisphere is dominant

in language and speech function [63]. Although all participants in

the present study were right-handed, a case with a right (reversed)

hemispheric dominance is possible and would be a robust

confounding factor. Second, there were differences of 14 and

7 ms in the consonant duration between the standard and deviant

‘‘ne’’ and ‘‘nu’’ syllables, respectively. Although these differences

are less than 1.8% and 0.9% of the respective ISIs and are

therefore difficult to perceive, they are a possible confounding

effect that could not be avoided. Third, the Japanese language has

various dialects, with differences among regions in Japan. In the

Kanto region (including Tokyo city, Japan), ‘‘ne’’ is often used as

an interjectory particle when attempting to attract the listener’s

attention. However, in the Kansai region (including Osaka city,

Japan), ‘‘na’’ is often used instead of ‘‘ne.’’ In addition, caution

must be exercised when drawing any definitive conclusions based

only on variances between 2 monosyllable exemplars. Fourth,

although all participants were typically developed and no language

problem was spontaneously reported, further study with the

precise measurement of language abilities is necessary. Fifth, we

focused on autistic traits only in a non-clinical population without

social or language deficits. Therefore, we should also consider the

fact that the autistic traits measured using the AQ are not uniquely

associated with ASD, and higher AQ scores do not always

represent the broader ASD phenotype. Further studies using

additional methods to identify autistic traits (e.g., the Social

Responsiveness Scale for Adults [12]) and larger sample sizes that

encompass ASD (including autism, high functioning autism and

Asperger syndrome) are necessary to investigate whether the

sensitivity in the brain responses to human voice F0 contour

changes vary with an interaction between the heterogeneity of the

autistic symptoms of the individual and the features of the human

voice (i.e., the presence or absence of a communicative action

meaning, such as calling).

Conclusions

We investigated the neurocognitive processes involved in the

perception of F0 contour changes in the Japanese monosyllabic

words ‘‘ne’’ and ‘‘nu’’ in the general population using MEG with

an adaptive spatial filtering method. During the perception of an

F0 contour change in ‘‘ne,’’ which attracts the listener’s attention,

there was an ERD in beta band oscillation in the right temporal

lobe. Unexpectedly, the prominent ERD after social stimuli was

significantly correlated with higher AQ scores. During the

perception of F0 contour change in ‘‘nu,’’ which is the name of

an animal, there was an ERD in beta band oscillation in the left

middle temporal lobe. By using a method with high spatiotem-

poral resolution, from the perspective of language lateralization in

the human brain, this study supported the functional hypothesis

(i.e., the left hemisphere is used for lexical processing and the right

hemisphere is used for prosodic processing). Unexpectedly, our

results suggested that the right hemispheric brain hypersensitivity

to changes in the human voice that reflect a speaker’s attitude was

associated with the presence of more autistic traits in non-clinical

subjects. Even if we employed a conservative method to control

the FWE rate using the cluster size (P FWE-corrected ,0.05), the

significance of this effect persisted (i.e., the ERD observed during
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the social stimulus ‘‘ne’’ in the right hemisphere significantly

correlated with an increased incidence of autistic traits).
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